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ABSTRACT WI 
A hydrolyzed tetraethyl orthosilicate is applied to the 
surface of a porous refractory substrate following 
which the substrate is heated to a temperature and for a 
period of time sufficient to bond the silica released from 
the tetraethyl orthosilicate to the substrate thereby den- 
sifying and strengthening the surface. 

12 Claims, No Drawings 
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the most pertinent, teach a method of locally densifying 
a porous refractory or ceramic material whereby the 
bond between such material and the surface to which it 
is attached may be increased to the point such that any 

5 failure caused by flatwise tensile pressure is shifted from 
the attached surface area into the body of the material. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

DENSIFI@ATION OF POROUS REFRACTORY 
SUBSTRATES 

DESCRIPTION 
IDRIGIN OF THE INVENTION 

The invention described herein was made by employ- 
ees of the United States Government and may be manu- 
factured and used by or for the Government of the It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
United States of America for governmental purposes lo Provide a method of densifying and strengthening the 
without the payment of any royalties thereon or there- Surface Ofa pOrOUS refractory Or Ceramic substrate. This 
for. densification also serves to make the surface harder, 

more resistant to damage or erosion and provides a 
strong, supportive base for application of a subsequent RELATED APPLICATION 

The application is related to Ser. No. 217,336 filed ’5 surface coating. This will make a delicate subsequent 
Dec. 17, 1980 and entitled “Attachment System For coating less susceptible to damage. 
Silica Tiles” and to an application entitled “Method Of Another object of the present invention is to provide 
Repairing Surface Damage To Porous Refractory Sub- a method whereby interfacial failure caused by flatwise 
Strates”, filed ContemPoraneouslY herewith, and now 2o tensile stress between the refractory substrate and a 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,338,368, patented July 6, 1982. non-rigid attachment surface can be reduced. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro- 
vide a method whereby the interfacial bond between a 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention to a method for densify- refractory or ceramic substrate and an attachment sur- 

ing a porous refractory substrate so a’ to provide a high 25 face exhibits a flatwise tensile strength equal to that of 
strength surface having increased flatwise tensile the substrate itself. 
strength. 

Portions of the space shuttle orbiter, which is subject 
to temperatures ranging from -250” F. to 2300” F., 
utilize tiles formed of substantially chemically pure 
silica fibers which are rigidized with a high purity silica 
binder. The tiles, known as LI-900 and LI-2200, are 

pany, Inc., have a density of 9 pounds and 22 pounds 
per cubic foot respectively, relatively low strength, In the method of the Present invention, a surface of a 
extremely high temperature resistance, and an ex- 35 porous refractory or ceramic substrate is coated with a 
tremely low coefficient of thermal expansion as corn- hydrolyzed tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) following 
pared to metals. As disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,124,732, which the coated substrate is dried, at elevated tempera- 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes, the tures, to cure the substrate and bond the silica released 
tiles are secured to the space shuttle orbiter by means of from the TEOS to the substrate. Optionally, a dye may 
a strain isolator pad which is interposed between the 40 be used which serves the purpose of indicating uniform 
tiles and the surface of the structure to be protected. It penetration of the hydrolyzed TEOS into the surface of 
has been found that the tiles currently used having a the substrate. 
density of 9 pounds per cubic foot are subject to interfa- In a preferred form of the method wherein reusable 
cia1 tile-isolator pad failure at about 11 psi of flatwise surface insulation (RSI) tiles such as LI-900 tiles are 
tensile stress. Interfacial bond failure is caused by un- 45 being densified, the coating and curing steps described 
even tension exerted by the strain isolator pad. Accord- above are repeated until the desired degree ofdensifica- 
ingly, if the surface of the tile at the tile-strain isolator tion is achieved. 
pad mterface were of higher strength and the bond 
between the tile and the isolator pad increased, any 
failure caused by flatwise tensile stress could be shifted 50 

ble flatwise tensile strength in the interfacial bond. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to rein- 
force selected or volumes within a refractory or 
ceramic material which require additional strength to 

The above objects of the present invention will be- 
3 0  retain fasteners or other inserted devices. 

manufactured by Lockheed Missles and Space Corn- come apparent from the description and the appended 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

reference to the densification of an RSI tile used on the 
into the body of the tile thus achieving the highest POSSi- 

u‘s* Pat* No‘ 4,124,732 teaches a method Of securing 
to be Pro- 

While the invention will be described with particular 

spacecraft, it is to be understood that the technique 
described herein has application in the local densifica- the a surface Of a structure 

tected. U.S. Pat. No. 2,791,262 discloses a process for 55 tion and bonding of virtually any 
improving the physical characteristics of sheet form 
which includes the steps of forming a mixture of mica 
pulp and hydrolyzed ethyl orthosilicate and forming a 
sheet from the above mixture by curing. u,s. pat. No. 

insulation comprising the steps of molding a slurry of 
inorganic fibers, impregnating the molded fiberous mass 
with a binder of an inorganic sol, gelatinizing the SO], 
curing the gelatinized binder, drying the composite and 
firing the composite to sinter the binder. The patent 65 
discloses the preparation of the silica sol from ethyl 
silicate, ethyl alcohol and HCL. None of the references 
discussed above, which are believed by applicants to be 

fibrous or 
otherwise porous ceramic or refractory material which 
is to be bonded to a non-rigid surface such that the 
bonding between the non-rigid surface and the ceramic 

uneven tension exerted by the non-rigid surface. The 
method of the Present invention also has application in 
the finishing Of surfaces used in high temperature envi- 
ronments Such as f ~ n a c e s  and the like. 

The RSI tiles used on the space shuttle orbiter are 
approximately 6 x 6  inches with varying thickness and 
density depending upon specific vehicle locations and 
heat load. For example, the RSI tiles can have a density 

3,702,279 discloses a method for forming low density 60 or refractory material is subject to brought on by 



form of TJEdctS vbrhich has been used in the method of 
tlie p r e x n ~  invention is Imovm as Silbond Condensed 
Grudrt Ethyl Silicate marketed by Stauffer Chemical 
Coompany. In the niethod of the present invention, the 
TEOS can be hydrolyzed by  mixing together 100 parts 

>l ime TEOS and 22 parts by volume 0.05 1V hydro- 
chlni-ic ;icicl :;oIution. For cad i  24.4. nil of TEOS/HCI, 
n i i ~ t i w e ~  one clrop of :I siiitable dye may be added. The 

i can be :my material which does not interfere 
iydrol:,?ki crl' h e  TEOS or the densification . aids in the observation o f  Iiomogenization or 

the imi poim for mixing the TEOS and the HCL solu- 
tion. 1t dso  : ; e w e s  the purpose of indicating that a uni- 
form Iayer of tire hydrolyzed TEOS has been applied to 

such as for example, silica dips of tlie type disclosed in  
copending U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 217,336 
filed Dec. 17, 1930 and entitled "Attachment System 
For Silica Tiles." 

The densification method described herein results in 
the deposition of a pure form of silica within tlie voids 
of the substrate which it is believed attaches at the fiber 
intersections to  effectively densify and strengthen the 

5 mass treated. The coefficient of thermal expansion of' 
the densification has been demonstrated compatible 
with the RSiF tile material by the absence of cracking 
after twenty thermal cycles ranging From -24.0" F. to 

. . I  
awrctge amount orO.25 cc/cm2. The tile is then baked at 5 0  
2611" F.t I O u  F. ibr ;I hall' hour and cooled to rooni 

)" 1:. For :in adclitiorual hnEf hour. The tile is then 

to u.12 grmw'crii2 of' densified surface. If additional 
dertc,iIlic:i!ion is desired ii c;m be carried out a!; per the 60 
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prcrceclure described for the second application- of the 
I ~ E ~ S  lo tile /-reclinique B), 1, ilas also beell found 
tilat for I-,,lrlPnscs Or tile Orbit132. r i l e  application tile 6000 
F. b ~ i l t r :  arter application i:j unnecessary. 

As can be seen from the data in "able I ,  samples 7, 8 and 
I) (low densification) failed at the interface between tlie 
tile arid strain isolator pad. In general, however, the 

been found tl1a.t in t h e  cat;e of the RSi tile, ~ O I -  6 5  data demonstrates that deiisification of the RSI tiles is a 
controllable, repeatable process and that densities of 
about 0.5 g / i d  or higher result in achieving full tile 
strength cxqmcity. 

bciricEkur:_! io the strain isolator pad, i.e. to 
mtl v;hich r,vould insure iriierfkiaf system 
to the i'ulI strcngth of the iile, a densified 
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EXAMPLE 2 
To establish the optimum density of impregnation 

(performance after thermal cycling) additional tests on 
2X2X 1 tile specimens were conducted. In Table I1 5 
below, samples 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 were subjected to a 
single densification procedure i.e. a single coating, and 
the tile was heated at 350" F. for one hour followed by 
heating at 600" F. for one half hour. In sample 4.1-4.6, 
two densification cycles (Technique A) were con- 10 
ducted, in each case the tiles being heated to 350" F. for 
one hour followed by heating at 600" F. for one half 
hour. In sample 7.1, three densification cycles were 
conducted on the tile, after each coating of TEOS, the 
tile being heated to 350" F. for one hour. In samples 15 
7.2-7.10 three densification cycles (Technique B) were 
also conducted, the tiles being heated initially at 350" F. 
for one hour followed by heating at 600" F. for one half 
hour. In all cases, strength data was determined at room 
temperature after all tiles had been exposed to a thermal 20 
cycle from -240" F. to 600" F. The data are shown in 
Table I1 below. 

TABLE I1 
TEOS Density 

Samde d i n 2  Surface PSI Failure Location 25 
1.1 0.35 14.3 Tile 
n .2 0.35 12.8 Tile 
1.3 0.35 15.3 Tile 
4.1 0.50 17.3 Tile 
4.2 0.50 22.0 Tile 
4.3 0.50 30.5 Tile Interface 30 
4.4 0.60 19.5 Tile 
'4.5 0.60 21.7 Tile 
4.6 0.60 26.5 Tile 
7 . 1  0.80 29.8 Tile 
'7.2 0.80 29.8 Tile 
'7.3 0.80 26.0 Tile 35 
7.4 0.80 30.5 Tile 
'7.5 0.80 24.3 Tile 
7.6 0.80 26.8 Tile 
'7.7 0.80 30.8 Tile 
7.8 0.80 24.0 Tile 
7.9 0.80 21.3 Tile 40 
7.10 0.80 24.5 Tile 

EXAMPLE 3 
In this example, six 6 x 6 ~  1 inch LI-900 tile speci- 

mens were prepared for testing using the three applica- 
tion densification technique used on specimen 7.1 
through 7.10 in Example 2. The six RSI tiles were densi- 
fied in two ways. The series 55 tiles were densified only 
in the areas covered by the strain isolator pad. The 
series 66 tiles were densified over the entire base of the 
tile. All six tiles used 0.160 inch thick strain isolator pad 
and were thermally cycled from -240" F. to 600" F. 
one time prior to tensile tests. The test results are shown 
in Table III below. 

TABLE I11 
SamDle PSI Failure Failure Location 

45 

50 

55 

27.8 
23.4 

55- 1 19.3 Mid Tile* 
55-2 Mid Tile 
55-3 Mid Tile 
b& 1 23.8 Mid Tile 
66-2 25.7 Mid Tile 
66-3 30.4 Mid Tile 

60 

*This specimen visually loaded unevenly 

65 
This example demonstrates that full tile strength at the 
interfacial tilehtrain isolator pad is obtained on the 6 x  6 
tiles. The data in Table I11 further shows that it is only 

6 
necessary to densify the area under the strain isolator 
pad to attain full system strength. 

EXAMPLE 4 
The procedure of Example 3 was followed with the 

exception that the strain isolator pad had a thickness of 
0.090 inches. The results are shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 
Sample PSI Failure Failure Location 

1 26.8 Mid Tile 
2 24.1 Mid Tile 
3 24.8 Mid Tile 
4 22.0 Mid Tile 
5 24.6 Mid Tile 
6 31.6 Mid Tile 

The data in Table IV clearly demonstrates that the 
TEOS densification achieves full system strength using 
a 0.090 thick strain isolator pad material and further 
shows a densification of only the area of the tile which 
contacts the strain isolator pad is required. 

EXAMPLE 5 
Five 2 X 2 X 1 inch LI-900 RSI tiles were densified as 

per the procedure of 7.1-7.10 in Example 2 following 
which they were cycled ten times from -240" F. to 
600" F. and then tensile tested. The results are shown in 
Table V below. 

TABLE V 
Sample PSI Failure Failure Location 

1 18.5 
2 25.0 
3 26.0 
4 24.0 
5 27.5 

Tile 
Tile 
Tile 
Tile 
Tile 

The data in Table V clearly show that ten thermal cy- 
cles do not reduce the strengthening effect of the TEOS 
densification. 

The method of the present invention permits penetra- 
tion of the densifying agent into a tile or tile like mate- 
rial from full penetration (saturation) to a controlled 
localized densification depth. The density and location 
of the penetrated volumes can be easily adjusted to fit 
any application allowing for optimization of weight 
increases in the tile, Le. the refractory substrate. Se- 
lected areas of tiles can be densified to provide stronger 
and stiffer tile properties and more durable surfaces or 
supporting bases for additional requirements such as 
tighter retention or support of reflective coatings can be 
achieved. The latter capability has been demonstrated 
using LI-900 tiles and the associated silicon tetraboride 
glass coating disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,093,771, incor- 
porated herein for all purposes. A tenfold increase in 
damage resistance was achieved. The process is particu- 
larly useful in providing a localized strengthening area 
for containing an auger attaching means such as dis- 
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,936,927 "Auger Attachment 
Method For Insulation" incorporated herein for all 
purposes. While the invention has been described with 
particular reference to the densification of so called 
LI-900 RSI tiles, it finds equal application to the densifi- 
cation of denser tiles, as for example, tiles designated as 
LI-2200, disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,952,083, incorpo- 
rated herein for all purposes, or FRCI tiles disclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,124,732, incorporated herein for all 
purposes. 
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The foregoing disclosure and description of the in- 
vention is illustrative and explanatory thereof, and vari- 
ous changes in the method steps may be made within 
the scope of the appended claims without departing 
from the spirit of the invention. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said densifying 
agent penetrates said substrate to a depth of about 0.125 
inches. 

5. The method of claim 3 wherein steps c and d or 

6.  The method of claim 2 wherein the amount of said 
densifying agent applied to said substrate is such as to 

about 0.12 gramdsquare centimeter of densified sur- 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said densifying 
agent contains a dye. 

8. The method of claim wherein said densifying 
agent is prepared by admixing said tetraethyl orthosili- 

hydrochloric acid solution in a ratio of 
parts by volume of said tetraethyl orthosilicate to 22 

parts by volume of said hydrochloric acid solution, and 
admixing said tetraethyl orthosilicate and said hydro- 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein said densifying 
agent contains a dye. 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the densified 
substrate is used as a base for subsequent coatings or 
covers. 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the densified 
substrate is used for increased hardness or damage resis- 
tance of the softer original refractory. 

12. The method of claim 1 wherein a densified area or 
volume is used as a bearing or loading surface to pre- 

5 variations thereof are repeated. 
We claim: 
1. A method of densifying a porous refractory sub- 

with a densifying agent comprised of a hydrolyzed 
tetraethyl orthosilicate, and heating said substrate at an '' face. 
elevated temperature and for a period of time sufficient 
to bond silica released from said densifying agent to said 
substrate. 

prises silica fibers rigidized with a high purity silica 
binder. 

strate comprising penetrating a surface of said substrate provide a average weight increase of greater than 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said substrate corn- 15 cate and o.05 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein: 
a* applying a first coating of said densifying agent to chloric acid solution until a clear liquid is obtained. 

said substrate in an amount of about 0.25 cc/cm2 of 20 
surface area; 

b. heating said substrate to a temperature of about 
260" F. for a period of time to bond silica released 
from said densifying agent to said substrate; 

c. applying a second coating of said densifying agent 25 
to said substrate in an amount of about 0.25 cc/cm2 
of surface area; 

d. heating said substrate to a temperature of about 
350" F. for a period of time sufficient to bond silica 
released from said densifying agent to said sub- 30 vent pullout of fasteners or other inserted devices. 
strate. * * e * *  
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